Company trips
Strengthen your team and take them on a trip to Tamsøya in 2022! We arrange
unique company trips, where hotel corridors and conference rooms are
replaced with charming rooms and a unique dining area right by the sea.
Combine teambuilding with a travel back in time, and relax while taking in the
nature surrounding you. Feel the adrenaline pump on our RIB rafting trip to
and from the island.

About the trip
We can custom create a program perfect for your business. This can include
several different activities and nature experiences; it all depends on what your
wishes are.
The trip with us to Tamsøya begins at 18:00 (6pm) on the old ferry peer in
Repvåg. You can park your cars for free along the fence of the large blue house
with a red barn. From there, you’ll be passengers on our 600 horse powered,
35 feet RIB boat, and the ride to and from the island will last for about 20
minutes each. The boat has a passenger capacity of 12, and everyone will be
equipped with regatta (floatation) suits and life vests.

Below are some of our offers and suggestions for activities. If you have any
requests for additional activities, we’re all ears and prepared to try our best in
accommodating them
Activities
Cooking together: as a teambuilding exercise, cooking together is becoming
more and more popular. Our old berry shed is a great arena for such an
activity. The building is right by the shoreline, so the view is also lovely.
Competitions: we can facilitate a number of different Farmen-esque
competitions – water carrying, wood sawing, wood chopping, cairn building,
rowing, etc. In the spirit of “travelling back in time”, this is very fitting and we’ll
also reward the winners with suitable prices.
Excursions: we arrange excursions to the northern and western side of the
island. Why not have a barbecue on the pebble beach in Hellemolla and
experience the midnight sun or sunset at the same time?
RIB rafting ride to Castle Bay: if you’re searching for something more actionfilled, we also host RIB rafting trips to Castle Bay on the western side of the
Porsanger fjord. Read more about this under our “packages” on our webpage.
Storytelling on the topic of the history of Tamsøya: the hosts talk about how it
used to be on the island back in the day.
Relaxation: if you want your employees to just completely relax and surround
yourselves with silence, Tamsøya is the perfect location. Experience the simple
life on the southern end of the island, take a walk along the beach, listen to the
birds and share a good meal together outside if the weather is good or inside
in the old berry shed.
Projector and slideshows: even though we do not have electricity on the island,
we can make this possible with our generator. However, if you want to do it
the old-fashioned way, we can also provide you with a flipover board.
Contact us for further info and pricing, or if you have questions about our
concept.

